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After completing his education of Fine Arts and Interior Architecture in Istanbul Mimar Sinan University and Ankara Bilkent 
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construction experience to his unique design style. 
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cations, all phases of design, development of budget and project timeline, material selection and purchasing, pricing, hiring 
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residential  space
Tesvikiye Residence
1250ft2, project + construction (2011)



This office space turned living quarters is located in a very 
popular section of Istanbul where bright and spacious 
apartments are not easy to come by.  My goal was to let as 
much light in as possible and do away with doors to create a 
flow contrasting the concrete and the hardwood floors. 



res ident ia l  space
Dean Street Victorian House
1600sq2, renovation project (2013)





residential  space
Cenkel Residence
800ft2, project + construction (2005)

I wanted to create a space where he could both use to work 

on his productions and play music. The main challenge was 

to keep all his equipment organized and create the proper 
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commercial   space
Prodista Visual Solutions Studio 
2,000ft2, project + construction (2008)

When the client requested an urgent 

plan we managed to pull the project 

together in 2.5 months. In a small 
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waiting area, meeting rooms, storage 

space, a bar, changing rooms and 

make up area. Studios that use natural 

light are rare in Istanbul so for this one 

we created two rail systems for the 

cameras and lights to move according 

to the sunlight.



commercial   space
Prodista Visual Solutions Studio 
2,000ft2, project + construction (2008)



commercial   space
Astel Plaza
32,000ft2, project + construction (2007)



A 32,000 square feet plaza in Istanbul 

featuring a showroom, meeting rooms, 
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commercial   space
spormoto ducati & KTM
1700ft2, project + construction (2008)

Spormoto Ducat i /KTM Store 
Bebek/ Istanbul

In this project, the goal 

was to create a showroom 

space where two world-

famous motorcycle brands 

could be displayed side by 

side.  The design sought to 

evoke the feeling of riding a 

motorcycle.



commercial   space
spormoto ducati & KTM
1700ft2, project + construction (2008)



commercial   space
tikina teashop
240ft2, project + construction (2007)



commercial   space
tikina teashop
240ft2, project + construction (2007)



freehand drawings





319 scholes, brooklyn
4500 ft2, project + construction (2009)

319 Scholes  is a 4500 square feet former warehouse designed to be a multifunctional art and event space.  





work at two seven, inc.

As a part of the Brooklyn-based Two Seven Inc. team, I am currently working on high-end window designs for 
companies such as Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Christian Dior, and Hermes. 
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